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Abstract
We used ‘selfies’, self-portraits taken with a hand-held smartphone camera, to test three known principles of photographic composition: The rule of thirds, the golden ratio rule, and the eye centering
principle. Although they are often taught and discussed, the origin of these principles remains unclear. It is possible that they stem from constraints on human perceptual processes. Alternatively,
these principles might serve more practical purposes, such as forcing photographers to explore all
quadrants of the image. Selfies provide an ideal test bed for these questions due to the control they
give self-photographers when they compose the photograph. We used a database of images created
by non-professional photographers (N = 388). After analysis, we conclude that there little support
for any of the three principles, suggesting that none is strongly rooted in spontaneous perceptual
preferences.
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1. Introduction
Since the advent of smartphones equipped with quality cameras and preview
screens, a large number of individuals have all been taking pictures of themselves for purposes ranging from the social to the professional. Smartphone
self-portraits, or ‘selfies’ as baptized in social media tags, are increasingly attracting media attention and sociological scrutiny (Fausing, 2013; Houghton
et al., 2013). Recently, ‘selfie’ has been named word of the year 2013 by Oxford Dictionaries, a choice that reflects both a marked increase in frequency of
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use and a change in prominence and register. Here we used selfies to test three
known principles of composition for portraits.
Our starting point is that selfies provide a useful test bed for studying art
production, perception, and naïve aesthetics. A recent paper used in-laboratory
selfies by non-professional photographers to study posing preferences (Bruno
and Bertamini, 2013), an issue usually addressed by observational studies of
professional’s works. As a (pseudo-artistic) real-life behavior, selfie-taking
provides a way to test principles of art production in populations uncontaminated by academia, and in-lab selfie-taking represents an obvious way
to standardize conditions and procedures. Our results using selfies taken in
controlled conditions provide interesting information on the status of these
principles, as well as on the psychological process of taking images of oneself.
The rationale for our study is straightforward. If principles of composition
are rooted in psychological mechanisms governing visually perceived balance,
non-professional photographers should tend to follow them. In other words,
certain compositions should be chosen over others, as if certain spatial arrangements acted as ‘attractors’ for features of the photographed faces. This
attracting effect should be visible, over individual differences and random error, in the distributions of feature positions. Importantly, moreover, this effect
should be visible in individuals who never received formal training in photographic composition. We tested this prediction for three principles that have
been cited and discussed in photography manuals and in the perception literature: the rule of thirds, the golden ratio rule, and the eye centering principle.
1.1. Rule of Thirds
The rule of thirds (ROT) was first mentioned and applied to landscapes by
Smith (1797, p. 15–17). In photography handbooks, the ROT is widely reported as an important guideline for achieving overall balance in the picture
and for highlighting picture elements (e.g., Lenman, 2005; Peterson, 2003).
The ROT prescribes that the picture be divided into nine equally sized parts,
by mentally tracing vertical and horizontal lines at the one-third and two-thirds
of each side. Important compositional elements should then be placed along
these lines (see Note 1). In the section on ‘how to take the perfect selfie’ of a
recent web article (BBC News Magazine, 2013), a professional photographer
summarized this suggestion in the following way: ‘try to think how to compose in thirds, like eyes a third of the way up, head a third of the way into the
picture’. Although it has not been prominent in contemporary scientific analyses of aesthetics, the ROT is often employed in algorithms for assessments of
image quality in computer vision algorithms (see e.g., Datta et al., 2006; Liu
et al., 2010; Luo and Tang, 2008; Machajdik and Hanbury, 2010; Santella et
al., 2006).
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1.2. Golden Ratio Rule
Two quantities a and b are said to form a golden ratio if their ratio is
the same as the ratio of their sum to the larger of the two, that is, when
(a + b)/ MAX(a, b) is equal to MAX(a, b)/ MIN(a, b). The value of the
golden ratio is 1.618 (with three decimals precision) therefore dividing an
extent at approximately the 62% and the 38% point. The golden ratio has interesting mathematical properties, describes biological phenomena such as plant
growth, and was used in Greek sculpture and architecture. Classical treatises
of geometry (see e.g., Pacioli, 1509) as well as early studies of experimental
aesthetics (Fechner, 1876) suggested that a golden ratio rule (GRR) might be
used to achieve perceived balance. Consequently, and in contrast to the ROT,
the GRR has been widely studied in academic circles. However, empirical
studies have yielded mixed results (see e.g., Bertamini et al., 2011; Green,
1995; Höge, 1997; McManus and Weatherby, 1997; Ohta, 1999; Phillips et
al., 2010; Plug, 1980). In addition, McManus and Weatherby (1997) reported
wide inter-individual variability. When applied to a picture, the GRR states
that the horizontal and vertical sides should be divided by lines placed either
at about 62% or at 38% of the total extent (depending on where one wants
the larger extent to be). This provides an alternative candidate rule for achieving aesthetically pleasing compositions: focal elements should be aligned with
lines that divide the image according to the GRR. When applied to selfies, one
would predict that eyes, or other notable features of a face, fall on one of these
lines.
1.3. Eye Centering Principle
Tyler (1998; see also Tyler, 2007a) examined a corpus of portraits painted
throughout the past 600 years and found evidence for an eye centering principle (ECP). According to the ECP, one of the eyes of the subject should
be centered horizontally in the image. There is currently no consensus on
the status of the ECP as a principle underlying the composition of portraits
(McManus and Thomas, 2007; Tyler, 2007b), and the ECP has been generally ignored as a rule of composition in non-academic circles and professional
photography. Nevertheless, the ECP provides a third alternative that might be
applied to selfies. Selfie-takers might try to place one eye on the line that splits
in half the image horizontally.
1.4. Relationship Between the Three Rules
It may be noted that the one-third and two-thirds of an extent (the ROT predictions) are rather close to its 38% and 62% (the GRR predictions). Moreover,
applying the ECP to one eye could result in the other eye to also fall at 38%
or 62% of the extent or thereabouts, especially if there is an additional preference for three-quarter poses (McManus and Humphrey, 1973) which might
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promote asymmetric placement of the face in the image. Thus, it is possible
that the ROT and ECP are in fact simply user-friendly heuristics for applying
the GRR. Perhaps a biologically ingrained association of the golden ratio with
perceived balance is in fact the basis for all three rules of composition. This
potential relationship between the three rules makes it even more interesting
to test all three within the same set.
2. Methods
We tested if the ROT, the GRR, or the ECP account for compositional choices
in a natural, widespread form of photographic production, the smartphone selfportrait (‘selfie’). To this aim, we exploited a dataset of 388 selfies produced
by students, colleagues, and acquaintances using the Apple iPhone (for details
on the procedure for obtaining the self-portraits and other features of these
images, see Bruno and Bertamini, 2013).
This dataset is especially useful as a means of investigating the psychological status of these rules. First, selfies taken by photographers who never
received explicit training in photographic composition are a natural way to test
whether compositional rules stem from spontaneous perceptual preferences.
Second, selfie-taking is easy. Even without any training in photography, almost anyone can learn how to do it in a few minutes, and the availability of
a preview screen and a front camera makes searching for pleasing compositions straightforward. Thus, although we selected individuals untrained in
photography, our selfies were unlikely to be affected by lack of training in
photography. Third, because the images consisted of self-portraits on mostly
homogeneous backgrounds, the choice of potential relevant features in our
selfies reduced to the main features of the face, like the eyes, the nose, and the
mouth of the subject. Hence we did not need to rely on other methods, such
as computing a saliency map (see Amirshahi et al., 2012), and their specific
assumptions to define the main features of our stimuli. Note that evaluation
of special locations within an image always suffers from the difficulty of arbitrary selection procedures. In this respect portraits have an advantage as the
subject matter as the salient features of a face are relatively uncontroversial.
Fourth, and final, our sample of self-portraits was collected to test completely
different research questions (Bruno and Bertamini, 2013; Gionni, 2013) and
is therefore free from potential selection biases by experimenters or demand
characteristics that may affect participants when producing the images.
2.1. Participants
We collected 388 selfies from members of the University of Parma community and other acquaintances (167 males). All gave written informed consent
to the use of their self-portrait for research (see Bruno and Bertamini, 2013,
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for Ethics Committee information). None of the participants was told that the
study assessed compositional rules. In fact, most of them were collected for
the purposes of two earlier studies, on posing preferences in self-portraiture
(Bruno and Bertamini, 2013) and on the ergonomics of the preview screen on
the iPhone (Gionni, 2013).
2.2. Design
Participants took their selfie in three conditions. In the ‘portrait’ condition
(106 participants), they held the smartphone with the longer side in the vertical orientation; in the ‘landscape’ condition (202 participants), they held it
with the longer side in the horizontal orientation. These two conditions were
compared to test for effects of the picture frame on composition. In both, participants were left free to choose whatever pose and composition they liked.
In the ‘portrait forcing 3/4’ condition, conversely, participants held the phone
as in the portrait condition but were instructed to choose a three-quarter pose
and to avoid full frontal images (80 participants). This third condition was
included to test for effects of instructions on composition.
2.3. Choice of Face Features for Analysis
We analyzed the position of the following candidate face features that selfietakers might try to focus on while composing the picture: the right eye pupil
and the left eye pupil; the nose center, as determined by locating the midpoint
between the nostrils at the base of the nose; the right and the left mouth corners. To validate the choice of these features we also collected data using a
questionnaire from a separate group of participants. In this paragraph we describe this small study. Forty participants were asked the following question:
“With respect to a portrait, please rate how important are the following features of the face. Please use a scale from 1 (unimportant) to 10 (extremely
important)”. The features were: eyes, ears, nose, hair, chin, mouth. This sequence was presented in random order followed by a final item ‘other please
specify’. Only nine participants suggested another feature. The mean rating
for each of the features was: eyes 8.97, mouth 7.56, nose 7.38, hair 7.17, ears
4.36, chin 5.36. We take these results as supporting the importance of eyes in
people’s intuitive reasoning about composition, followed by mouth and nose.
Although people rated hair as important as well, this is a less localized feature,
and variability in this feature is great (including the case of hair being absent).
Therefore we focused our analysis on the position of eyes, mouth and nose.
2.4. Analysis
All images were inspected individually by the second and the third authors.
For each image, we recorded the x and y coordinates of each candidate feature, scaled them to the total width or height of the frame, and converted to
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percentages. In addition, all coordinates were mirror-inverted such that they
corresponded to the actual image that participants saw on the iPhone preview
when composing the selfie (see Note 2). The analysis was then performed in
three steps. First, we plotted the x, y positions of each recorded feature separately for each condition and inspected the plots for obvious trends. Second,
we compared the distributions of potentially relevant feature positions against
the ROT, GRR, and ECP predictions by t-tests. These test assumed that all participants used one and the same focal feature, say, one of the eyes, and tried to
place it on the imaginary line predicted by one of the rules. Thus, for instance,
they might have tried to align the left eye with the two-thirds of the vertical
side, the one-third of the horizontal, or the two-thirds of the horizontal (ROT);
to the 62% of the vertical side, to the 62% of the horizontal, to the 38% of the
horizontal (GRR); they might have tried to center it horizontally (ECP). Third,
we entertained the more complex hypothesis that participants differ in their
choice of features to place on ‘focal’ positions according to a given compositional rule. In this more complex hypothesis, the data resulted from a mixture
of different behaviors, for instance, participants may follow the rule “place the
most important feature on a thirds intersection”, but some might choose one
eye as the most important feature, others might choose the nose, and so on. To
test this hypothesis, we computed the number of images whereby at least one
of the potential features fall on one of the potential focal positions, repeating
the computation for different ‘tolerance areas’ around the focal points.
3. Results and Discussion
The results are summarized in Figs 1, 2, and 3 for the portrait, landscape, and
portrait forcing 3/4 conditions. A quick perusal of the three diagrams suggest
systematic deviations from the ROT and the ECP predictions. The datapoints
for all five features do not show clustering along one of the corresponding lines
or, for the eyes and the mouth corners, bimodalities that would arise if different
subsets of participants tried to follow the rule with opposite (left or right)
features. The difference between the distributions and the predicted lines is
graphically clear even without statistical testing. Thus, based on inspection of
the diagrams in the figures, we rule out that all participants choose one (and the
same) feature and attempted to align it along one of the predictions of the ROT
or of the ECP. When compared to the predictions of the GRR, conversely, the
data from the three conditions show patterns that require testing. In addition,
all three diagrams seem to show a consistent centering of the nose. We examine
these two trends in the following paragraphs.
In the portrait condition (Fig. 1), averages for the distributions of three features appear to align with the GRR predictions: the right eye (mean = 0.389)
and the right mouth corner (mean = 0.396) horizontally, plus the left mouth
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Figure 1. Portrait condition results. Relative positions of five candidate face features (right eye
pupil, left eye pupil, nose center, right mouth corner, left mouth corner) are plotted against the
predictions of the ROT (dashed grey lines), GRR (solid grey), and ECP (dotted grey). Right and
left refer to the self-portrait facing towards the viewer, not to the position relative to the page.
Thus the right eye is actually plotted on the left in the diagram. This figure is published in color
in the online version.

corner (mean = 0.385) and the right mouth corner (mean = 0.389) vertically.
Tests of the null hypothesis that the horizontal and vertical means = 0.382 confirmed that the means of these distributions are not statistically different from
the GRR predictions, t (105) = 1.05, 1.9, 0.97, and 0. 35, p = 0.29, 0.06, 0.39,
and 0.73 for each in the above order. In the landscape condition (Fig. 2), however, the right eye and right mouth corner averages do not align vertically with
the GRR prediction, t (201) = 7.7 and 9.5, both p’s < 0.00001, whereas only
the right and left mouth corners continue to align horizontally to the GRR,
both t (201) < 1 for both. In the landscape forcing 3/4 condition (Fig. 3), finally, no average appears to align even with the GRR prediction. The closest
to the first horizontal GRR line is the right eye. However, even this mean is
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Figure 2. Landscape condition results. All plotting conventions as in Fig. 1. This figure is
published in color in the online version.

statistically different from 0.382, t (79) = 4.3, p < 0.00005. Thus, there was
some evidence that participants aligned the mouth relative to the lower vertical GRR line in two of the conditions, and the right eye and mouth corner
to the left horizontal GRR line in one of the conditions. However, neither of
these trends survived a simple manipulation of instructions as in the portrait
forcing 3/4 condition. Thus, the evidence for the GRR is weak, and may have
resulted from averaging artifacts as the portrait and landscape conditions included some frontal selfies, whereas the portrait forcing 3/4 did not.
Although not predicted by any of the rules we have considered, the most
consistent trend in the data seems to be a tendency to center the nose horizontally. The x coordinates of the nose were 0.478, 0.495, and 0.496 for
portrait, landscape, and portrait forcing 3/4, respectively. After testing, however, the first of these three means proved statistically different from 0.5,
t (105) = −2.7, p < 0.0081. Only the second and third were statistically
consistent with centering, t (201) both <1. Statistical significance notwithstanding, it is especially interesting that the nose, on the average, tended to be
centered horizontally. Presumably, this trend arises from the fact that selfies in
the three conditions were mixtures of different poses, including left- or rightsided 3/4 poses (portrait condition forcing 3/4) plus frontal and slightly rotated
poses (portrait and landscape). These mixtures, however, showed a small (but
statistically reliable) bias for showing more the right preview-image cheek
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Figure 3. Portrait forcing 3/4 condition results. All plotting conventions as in Figs 1 and 2. This
figure is published in color in the online version.

(Bruno and Bertamini, 2013). This mix might yield an average position of the
nose around the horizontal center, and an asymmetry in the position of the
other features related to the right side bias. This is essentially what is seen in
the diagrams, most clearly for the portrait condition and to a lesser extent for
the other two.
Thus, statistical tests on the central tendency of the distributions of each
feature position in the image failed to reveal consistent tendencies to place
them on the lines predicted by the ROT, the ECP, and the GRR. These tests,
however, assume that all or at least most of the participants choose to focus
on the same feature and attempted to place it on one of the predicted lines.
This possibility is supported by the common intuition that eyes are the most
salient feature of a human face, and by the ranking of feature importance that
we observed in our preliminary survey. However, the assumption may not be
correct. Different participants may have chosen to focus on different features,
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such that some attempted to align the eyes on a given predicted line, others
to align the mouth, and so on. Under this more complex scenario, the data
result from a mixture of behaviors that would not be detected by tests on the
distribution of each single feature.
There is, however, an alternative approach that proves useful to evaluate
whether our selfies support the more complex scenario. After defining a tolerance area, we can count how many selfies had at least one of the relevant
features within this area around one of the predicted lines. We might assume,
for instance, that a reasonable tolerance is around 2% of the total width or
height of the image. We would then count as a ‘hit’ in favor of the ROT all images having at least one feature falling on one of the four strips centered on the
ROT predictions, and having width and height equal to 2% of the total image
width or height. From the count we can then compute the percentage of images that are consistent with a given prediction. By repeating this process for
different tolerance values, we can also evaluate how large the tolerance would
need to be, before the, say, 50%, or 80% of all images would be taken to
be consistent with a compositional rule. Although comparison with a chance
model is difficult, especially given the relatively unconstrained instructions,
these figures provide us with empirical estimates of the spatial precision of the
predictions associated with each compositional rule.
The results of the above-described analysis are presented in Fig. 4 for the
ROT and GRR rules. We did not perform a similar analysis for the ECP as the
ECP makes predictions about eye placement only. The graphs again provide
little support for either the ROT or the GRR. With a 2% tolerance, a sizable

Figure 4. Relative frequencies of selfies with at least one feature falling within a given tolerance
area around the lines predicted by the ROT (left) and the GRR (right). With a 2% tolerance,
about 30% of images were consistent with the ROT predictions; about 40% were consistent
with the GRR predictions. This figure is published in color in the online version.
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strip around predicted lines, only about 30% and 40% of all images can be
taken as supporting the ROT or the GRR, respectively. Focussing on the ROT
predictions, the tolerance must be around 8% before 80% of images can be
considered hits. The same criterion yields a tolerance of about 6% for the
GRR predictions.
4. Conclusions
Rules of composition for the visual arts, such as the ROT and the GRR, are
often discussed and prescribed in non-academic circles, for example in relation to professional or non-professional photography. Alternative possibilities,
such as the ECP, have been investigated in empirical studies, as has the GRR.
However, understanding of the status of these rules remains limited. In this paper, we used a database of selfies, smartphone self-portraits taken in controlled
conditions by non-professionals, to test whether the placement of the main facial features is consistent with known principles of photographic composition.
If these rules were rooted in the psychology of aesthetics experiences, one
would expect to see a tendency to follow them even in participants lacking
training in photographic composition.
Our results do not provide evidence supporting this expectation. In absolute
terms, our results revealed systematic deviations from predictions based on
all the rules we examined, both under the more restrictive assumption that all
participants focus on one and the same feature, and under the broader assumption that different participants focus on different features. In relative terms,
the GRR seems to make somewhat better predictions than the ROT or the
ECP. Even for this rule, however, the evidence is weak at best. It may suggest
an approximate tendency of face features to be within a relatively large area
around the GRR predicted lines. This tendency may reflect a somewhat imprecise, broad principle of visual balance, which we might perhaps dub a ‘fuzzy
golden ratio rule’. More plausibly, it may reflect a general bias to position the
face more or less in the center of the picture, causing at least one feature to fall
in the vicinity of the central portions of the GRR lines.
Although these observations provide interesting data on selfie-taking, as
well as on the status of compositional rules, our conclusions have limitations.
First, they may apply only to self-portraits, and not to other photographic
genres. This leads to an obvious additional empirical question, that could be
answered by collecting other types of photographs from non-professional photographers in controlled conditions. For instance, it may be that a stronger
tendency to use golden ratios is visible in landscape photographs. Second,
there may be more complex ways that compositional rules could be applied
to distributed features in a picture. For instance, golden ratios can be formed
between the long and short sides of rectangles as opposed to two collinear
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parts of a whole segment. It is sometimes argued that the use of such ‘golden
rectangles’ is apparent in the relative sizes, rather than placement, of elements
in paintings such as those by Leonardo da Vinci or Piet Mondrian. Although
it is not obvious how this idea might be applied to the composition of selfies,
it might be of interest to explore this possibility. Finally, there may be other,
more general compositional principles that are related to perceptual mechanisms. For instance, it is often noted that asymmetric compositions possess
greater perceptual dynamics. It may be that rules such as the ROT, GGR, or
ECP are merely to discourage dividing the subject exactly in half vertically or
horizontally, which is generally considered a symptom of poor composition
(Krages, 2005). Interestingly, our participants tended to place the face around
the centre of the frame, but most of them avoided frontal poses in favour of
3/4 or at least slightly rotated head positions (see Bruno and Bertamini, 2013).
In conclusion, these findings argue against the hypothesis that the ROT,
GRR, or ECP stem from fundamental principles of visual perception. These
rules of composition do not seem to come natural to non-professional photographers, and may therefore be learned and, to some extent, conventional.
Although their function remains unclear, we suggest that the ROT, GRR, and
ECP should be regarded merely as practical heuristics for counterbalancing
the tendency to place the main subject in the very centre of the frame.
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Notes
1. Suggesting that the ROT is widely regarded as useful, most modern cameras include options to superimpose thirds-lines on a preview screen. However, some ambiguity remains as to what exactly is the rule. According
to the Oxford Companion to the Photograph, ‘focal points’ of a picture
should be placed on the thirds intersections, not just on the lines (Lenman,
2005). This interpretation is more restrictive, but here we will test the more
general hypothesis that important features are placed along lines. Refuting
this more general hypothesis implies that the restricted one is also wrong.
2. When taking a selfie with a smartphone front-camera, the preview screen
shows your image as if you were looking at yourself in a mirror. When the
image is saved, conversely, it is saved as if the picture had been taken by
the back-camera from the viewpoint of another photographer. Thus, the
saved image does not in fact correspond to the choice one makes when
composing the selfie, but to its mirror reversal. Remarkably, many users
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never notice this aspect of the functionality of their smartphone. We have
not been able to find information on the reasons for this design, which
may or may not aid in ‘taking a perfect selfie’. This may be an interesting
empirical question for cognitive ergonomists.
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